Welcome to
the internet of
insurance
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The Internet of Things (IoT) is growing
exponentially. By 2020 that might be
50 billion. Probably much more.

2.5 quintillion bytes of data a day…₁
But...
IoT delivers actionable data in huge volumes.
It is enabling insurers to do more with less
risk and get closer to customers‘ real needs.
That helps them improve retention through
deeper engagement which delivers better
revenues. IoT delivers good ROI.
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IoT can connect anything and everything.
From our bodies to our homes, offices and
commercial sites and to all kinds of
vehicles (commercial and domestic).

75% of cars
will have built-in
IoT connectivity
by 2020₂

The potential of IoT in insurance is enormous.
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Problems can be detected faster, and
action triggered to minimize damage or
injury – real-time across the value chain
enabling partners to resolve problems.
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Insurers can match premiums to individual
circumstances, and help influence behaviors to
mitigate loss and injury. That helps deliver lower
premiums to customers and higher margins to
insurers, whilst mitigating risk at the same time.
Simply, IoT is a win-win!
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Sensors make sense…

IoT sensors in wearables,
properties, cars, and even drones₃
are delivering integrated real-time
alerting and information so you
can leverage the power of
predictive analytics.

That can be at the individual scale,
as well as both local and national.
For instance, using weather
forecasts to enable policy holders
to be better prepared for adverse
conditions, or move away entirely.

… and Fujitsu delivers the IoT insurers need.

Fujitsu’s $2.6bn R&D budget underpins our
IoT commitment to the insurance industry.
We’re working with organizations of all kinds around the world to
turn IoT data into tangible benefits in terms of risk, compliance
(including GDPR), product development and customer engagement.

That’s 30 zeroes worth of data!
₂ Business Insider 2017
₃ Business Insider: Insurance and IoT Report June 2017
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Find out how we can help you get closer
to your customers and minimize risk and losses.

Contact us
insurance@ts.fujitsu.com

